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Abstract: In the research process of real-time transmission multimedia image in Network teaching, 
there is a problem of poor visual effects in network teaching, due to the current algorithm for image 
teaching transmission has not fully consider the human visual system. A method of real-time 
multimedia image transmission based on improved ROI algorithm in network teaching is proposed. 
In this method, the network status of the teaching is judged by the feedback of the TCP data packets. 
ROI image transmission is carried out with the data frame length of the multimedia image 
transmission in the network teaching. Under the premise of not affecting the quality of the real-time 
transmission of ROI in the network teaching, wavelet coefficients delayed transmission is proposed 
with bandwidth savings to complete the real-time transmission of multimedia image. The 
experimental results show that the real-time transmission of multimedia image transmission method 
based on the improved ROI algorithm is effective, and the visual effect is good. 
 
1 Introduction 

With the rapid development of the Internet, people expect Internet content to be more 
diversified. With the development of electronic commerce, distance education and real-time 
monitoring technology, multimedia data transmission has played important role on the Internet 
business [1-3], people also want to introduce more multimedia data services to achieved making 
sound, image and text in the network teaching [4-6]. However, the amount of multimedia data is very 
large, the traditional control mechanism of the information transmission is difficult to meet the 
transmission of multimedia data [7]. Meanwhile, the technology of real-time transmission of 
multimedia image in network teaching is an effective way to solve this problem, which has attracted 
many experts and scholars' attention [8, 9]. Due to the technology of network teaching in the 
transmission of real-time multimedia image has profound significance for development, it has 
become the focus of professors, has received extensive attention, at the same time, there are a lot of 
good method proposed [10]. 

At present, the real-time transmission of multimedia image are mainly based on UDP algorithm 
of network, wavelet algorithm and CDMA algorithm in network teaching. Wavelet algorithm is 
commonly used for real-time transmission. Not fully considering the human visual characteristics, it 
reflects poor visual effects of network teaching. 

According to the above defects, a method of real-time multimedia image transmission based on 
improved ROI algorithm in network teaching is proposed. In this method, the network status of the 
teaching is judged by the feedback of the TCP data packets. ROI image transmission is carried out 
with the data frame length of the multimedia image transmission in the network teaching. Under the 
premise of not affecting the quality of the real-time transmission of ROI in the network teaching, 
wavelet coefficients delayed transmission is proposed with bandwidth savings to complete the 
real-time transmission of multimedia image. The experimental results show that the real-time 
transmission of multimedia image transmission method based on the improved ROI algorithm is 
effective, and the visual effect is good. 
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2 Real-time transmission theory of multimedia image 
The process of real-time transmission of multimedia images in network teaching is divided 

into three layers: the top layer is the logic control layer as the core of the algorithm, which is 
responsible for the realization of the image’s sub-packet and reorganization, flow control and packet 
loss recovery; the middle layer is a forward image transmission layer, which is used to send large 
amount of data from the sender to the receiver, so as to ensure the rapid transmission of data 
packets; the bottom layer is a backward status information transmission layer, which is used to 
receive feedback status information to ensure the reliable and accurate transmission of the status 
information. 

The flow control of real-time transmission image in the network teaching is completed by the 
sender and receiver. The sender completes the traffic control by the data packet size DS (unit: bit), 
data packet sending time DT (unit: ms) and image sending timer. Specific procedures are as 
follows. 

Provided the rectangular coordinates ( ),L LX Y  and ( ),R RX Y  are 
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Based on the formula, the value of the constant neg and pos depends on two aspects, one is 
whether two vertices are located in low or high frequency sub-band, the other depends on original 
signals ( ),L LX Y  and ( ),R RX Y . 

In summary, the real-time transmission of multimedia images in network teaching can be 
effectively realized. 

3 Optimization principle of real-time image transmission 
According to defects of poor visual effects in network teaching because of not fully 

considering the human visual system, a method of real-time multimedia image transmission based 
on improved ROI algorithm in network teaching is proposed. 
3.1 Characteristic extraction of frame-length data  

According TCP data package of the receiver feedback, the teaching network condition is 
judged. Then combined with frame length feature of ROI image transmission, image data 
transmission is performed. Detailed procedures are as follows. 

Provided the average speed of the nth frame of image is 
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Where  , ,n n nα β µ  are speed adjusting factors (all positive) and can be set by frame length of 
network data. iDS  and iDT  respectively means size and sending time of data packets of the ith 
frame. iNC  presents transmission condition of the ith frame, which equals 1 with success 
transmission and 0 with failure one. 
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Instantaneous velocity of the nth frame is  
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The magnitude of the instantaneous speed is related to the adjustment factor, the packet loss 
status and the transmission speed of the previous frame. The transmitter can be adjusted according 
to the packet loss and the speed of the first frame to calculate instantaneous transmission rate speed. 
Speed adjustment factor determines the speed of image transmission in the current network teaching 
and the performance of the flow control. 
3.2 Realization of real-time multimedia image transmission 

So as to not affect ROI subjective quality of real-time transmission in the teaching network, 
ROI of wavelet coefficients could be delayed transmission with no significant effect on the visual 
effects. The use of transmission bandwidth savings is efficiently employed for visually teaching 
background coefficient to complete real-time image transmission.  

Assuming wavelet inverse transform formula of 5/3 integer wavelet is  
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Where ( )2X n  pixels in the original image. 
The background transmission is carried out by the progressive ROT, and the background image 

is controlled by the so-called expansion factor ( )0S S ≥  and hierarchically transmitted in certain 
radius. 

( ),L LX Y  and ( ),R RX Y  represent right side’s coordinates of rectangular ROT. 
( )min ,L R L Ra x x y y= − −  and ( ),L R L Rb x x y y= − −  means length and width of rectangular or 

short and long axis of ellipse. Extended factor S is expressed as 2 /S r a= ∆ ,where r∆  is the radius 
of the first level background. 

From the above formula, when S gets maximum value maxS , i.e., the whole background is send 
as real-time transmission image. The value of maxS  is not only depend on ROT but also the 
location of ROT in the image. As background image is extended, if any side of original image 
reaches the boundary, it is said that last level of extension is achieved. The rest of previous 
extension is obtained as the last extension to be transmitted as real-image in network teaching. maxS  
is formulated as: 
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Figure 1 structure chart of multimedia image real-time transmission 

In summary, the optimization principle of image real-time transmission in the network 
teaching multimedia is performed effectively.  
4 Experiments and simulation 

 In order to prove the effectiveness of improved ROI algorithm in network teaching of 
multimedia real time image transmission, experiments are required. Taking standard image 

( )256 256 8Lend × ×  as example and building virtual experiment environment of real-time 
multimedia image transmission in the MATLAB environment, experiments are performed using the 
modified algorithm and the traditional algorithm for real-time multimedia image transmission. The 
two transmission algorithms of image visual effect are compared to measure the transmission 
validity.  

Comparative results are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. 

 
 
 

Figure 2 Image quality of using traditional algorithm for transmission 
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Figure 3 Image quality of using improved algorithm for transmission 

In Figure 2 and Figure 3 it can be seen that the improved algorithm for real-time multimedia 
image transmission is obviously superior to the traditional algorithms. The experiments based on 
the ROI algorithm of network teaching in multimedia real-time transmission is high efficiency and 
its visual effect is better. 
5 conclusions 

According to defects of poor visual effects in network teaching because of not fully 
considering the human visual system, a method of real-time multimedia image transmission based 
on improved ROI algorithm in network teaching is proposed. In this method, the network status of 
the teaching is judged by the feedback of the TCP data packets. ROI image transmission is carried 
out with the data frame length of the multimedia image transmission in the network teaching. Under 
the premise of not affecting the quality of the real-time transmission of ROI in the network teaching, 
wavelet coefficients delayed transmission is proposed with bandwidth savings to complete the 
real-time transmission of multimedia image. The experimental results show that the real-time 
transmission of multimedia image transmission method based on the improved ROI algorithm is 
effective and the visual effect is good. 
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